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Calculation in kind and marketless socialism:
On Otto Neurath’s utopian economics

Thomas Uebel

1. Introduction

Otto Neurath was not shy to declare himself a utopian thinker. His standing
as an economist depends on what one makes of this feature of his thought.
Here I shall be attempting an immanent critique, on Neurath’s own terms.1

Without discussing the meaning of utopianism in general, I shall argue that
while much of his work in economics amounts to what he called ‘scientific
utopianism’ – something he was within his rights to consider part of social-
scientific activity – there are also aspects to this work in economics that are
utopian in a more problematic sense. I will isolate what these elements
are and investigate how, if at all, their presence in Neurath’s thought can be
understood without de-legitimizing the rest of his program.

2. Neurath’s understanding of utopianism

Neurath sought to renew utopian thinking, properly understood. Utopian
thinking was concerned with theoretical possibilities, and important

Address for correspondence
Department of Philosophy, School of Social Science, University of Manchester,
Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9PL, UK; e-mail: thomas.e.uebel@manchester.ac.uk

1 I have provided comparisons with other more or less utopian economic thinkers
elsewhere: with the ideas of his father Wilhelm Neurath and, indirectly, those of
the French utopian socialists Saint-Simon, Enfantin and Proudhon, as well as
with Bellamy and Bebel in Uebel (1995); and with other socialization schemes
that were discussed around 1919 in Central Europe, especially Kautsky’s, in
Uebel (2004, section 3); a detailed comparison with Otto Bauer’s and Karl
Korsch’s socialization plans was given in Cartwright et al. (1996: 22–9). A
comparison of Neurath’s and Gustav Landauer’s utopian engagements in the
Bavarian revolution is given in Nielsen and Uebel (1999).
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precisely because practical work to overcome an unsatisfactory present
could only succeed once it was guided by such ‘utopian’ conceptions. As he
saw it, the debacle of the German and Austrian revolutions of 1918/19
proved his point all too convincingly.

2.1. Defense of utopianism against mechanized historical materialism

More than once Neurath lamented the loss of the utopia. Consider his
article ‘Utopia as a Social Engineer’s Construction’ (the only original piece,
besides the preface, for Through War Economy to Economy in Kind, an
anthology of his articles on economic planning from 1909 to 1919,
published in the last days of the Bavarian revolution):

Most men felt entitled to speak of utopias and utopians with a certain smiling
condescension, if not with commiserating mockery. For the majority, these were
dreams and dreamers. And yet we find in utopias prophetic trains of thought which
remained closed to those who, proud of their sense of reality, stuck fast to yesterday
and could not even control the present. (Neurath [1919b] 1973: 150)

To whom does the last phrase refer? The introduction to one of his papers
on his socialization plans make this clear.

Civil war is raging in Germany. Famine, Disease, and Murder are at work, the
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. How could they be resisted? Only by our will and
knowledge. This misery has befallen us not at least because we lacked clear aims.
Marxists killed playful utopianism, thus saving the unity of the Party and ‘scientific
rigour’, but also paralysing the resolve to think up new forms. The doctrine of
historical necessity became quietism for many; what Marx said about active
engagement in reconstruction was forgotten. As if conscious work on the order of
society with a specific goal would be opposed to the realisation that what is willed as
well as the willing are necessary for development! In place of creative action one
pursued detailed analyses of the more accidental forms of the doctrine of surplus
value and other parts of the Marxian edifice of ideas, the real impetus and force of
which will only be appreciated in the future. The proletariat and their allies found
themselves with much political power in the November Revolution. What was lacking,
however, was an idea of the economic future that could have guided the will.
(Neurath [1920a] 2004: 345–6)

Even though Neurath’s diagnosis of the failure of the mass party of the left
reflects some bitterness regarding his own marginalization, the description
of the situation seems justified. Similar assessments of the utopian deficit of
the socialist opposition were voiced not only by fellow utopians like Karl
Ballod already during the war (1916: 114–16), but also by contemporary
historians of the socialist movement like Heinrich Ströbel directly after the
restoration of bourgeois power had been completed (1921: 9). More recent
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historians, like Kurt Bayertz, even diagnosed a fatal breakdown of the much
invoked unity of theory and practice of socialist thinking in the
abandonment of research for concrete models of post-capitalist economic
organization, a breakdown brought on by the demand to present the
socialist doctrine as positive science (Bayertz 1984: 103).

What Neurath opposed was, as it were, the mechanization of historical
materialism. Here we must note that Neurath did so still before the
rediscovery of the ‘young Marx’ in the later 1920s, of whose writings only
the ‘Theses on Feuerbach’ were then readily available. Indeed, it would
appear that Neurath’s inspiration came from outside the tradition of
Marxian socialism altogether: Josef Popper-Lynkeus’ (1878, 1912) ideas for
a minimum income for all, guaranteed by universal conscription to a
national service for its provision; Karl Ballod’s statistical computations of
the efforts needed to sustain such a welfare state avant la lettre (published
first as Atlanticus 1898); and his own father’s idiosyncratic proposals for a
pan-cartelism to obviate the crises of overproduction (W. Neurath 1897,
1899). What united these thinkers was the conviction that what seemed
utopian und unpracticable was merely an as yet unrealized future to whose
possible realization they sought to contribute by painting as detailed
pictures as possible of what could in fact be attempted with the means
already at hand.

Neurath objected to a misunderstanding of what becoming scientific
meant for socio-political agency. (Neurath’s Wissenschaft included more
than natural science, but neither did he recognize a separate division of
human sciences or Geisteswissenschaft.) Taking science on board did not
mean to deny subjectivity nor the exploration of theoretical possibilities.
Both are rather essential for the effectiveness of socio-political agency (as
the failure of the German revolution showed so painfully). While science
by itself cannot determine what should be and what should be done,
science can describe what is the case and what, under certain conditions,
could be the case. Such theoretical demonstrations, moreover, can in
turn become of considerable practical importance, since pictures of what
could be the case can play a great motivational role for subjects
exercising their socio-political agency. For Neurath, scientific reason
recognized subjectivity and respected the will as its other – an other that
can be informed, educated, perhaps persuaded, but that remains
ultimately outside the control of reason – and counseled against their
neglect in attempting to understand social processes. Neurath’s scientific
utopianism affirmed a theoretical role for agency against the claims of
structural determinism. (Engaged social science – of which Neurath was
much in favor– would be rendered ineffectual if it were to deny subjective
agency.)

Otto Neurath’s utopian economics
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2.2. Scientific utopias: multiple pictures of an as yet unrealized social order

Neurath was able to defend utopianism as scientific because his utopias
were themselves scientific explorations. For him, utopias represent
conceptual possibilities irrespective of the likelihood of their realization:
‘It is much more sensible to describe as utopias all orders of life which exist
only in thought and image but not in reality, and not to use the word
‘utopias’ as expressing anything about their possibility or otherwise’
([1919b] 1973: 151) These conceptual imaginations had practical utility
for they are the stuff of practically relevant thought experiments: ‘utopias as
social engineering constructions can preserve us from many false steps and
make the mind flexible and free it from accidental notions’ (Neurath
[1919b] 1973: 154) Fittingly, elsewhere Neurath described his socialization
schemes as ‘drafts’ for the purposes of discussion, ‘sketches’ for the
conceptual reorganization of certain fields of action (1920b: 227).

Neurath’s conception of scientific utopianism faces two basic objections
rooted in an understanding of science common in his day and not
uncommon still today. Let us consider them briefly before proceeding.
How does his scientific utopianism sit with the demand, first, that science
sticks to facts that are given and, secondly, with the demand for scientific
value-freedom?

Neurath always rejected the idea that merely possible states of affairs are
of no interest to science, and he insisted on the propriety of investigating
the combination of known elements of given structures in new forms.
Conceiving of varied possibilities not only sustained intellectual agility, but
also contributed to the cognition of what is actual and real. In full
recognition of the value of thought experiments, he noted that ‘one fully
recognizes the real only when one surveys the possible as well’ (Neurath
[1919b] 1973: 155; cf. [1910a] 2004: 271) Neurath’s social science was not
bound to and by the historical given, so he rejected as unduly narrow the
first demand.

As for the second concern, Neurath certainly meant by utopias mostly
visions of states of affairs that not only improve upon the present in certain
respects but also are pursued because they promise such improvement. His
focus was on ‘those utopias that undertake to describe the nearest present
and arise as prophecies that want at the same time to become the causes
their coming true. It is above all they that give to impetus to strict scientific
work’ (Neurath [1919b] 1973: 152) Scientific utopianism is not value-free
then, if by that we were to mean that its investigations must leave human
values untouched, but Max Weber’s (1904) classic defense of social
scientific objectivity does not require this and allows for the value-relevance
of scientific investigations. Yet scientific utopianism remains value-free in
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that other Weberian sense of refusing to mask value judgments as factual
ones. Accordingly, scientific utopianism pursues but instrumental ration-
ality: with certain aims (values) specified, various ways of their implementa-
tion are indicated given certain initial conditions. Scientific utopianism
does not violate Weber’s strictures on scientific objectivity.

What then is so scientific about Neurath’s approach to utopias? On one
hand, it is part of being scientific to recognize the peculiar quality of the
material one works with.

The social engineer who knows his work and wants to provide a construction that is
usable for practical purposes as a first lead, must pay equal heed to the psychological
qualities of men, to their love of novelty, their ambition, attachment to tradition,
willfulness, stupidity, in short everything peculiar to them and definitive of their social
action within the framework of the economy. ([1919b] 1973: 151)

Equally important is that ‘we must in principle give several answers, since
because of our inadequate insight into the presuppositions of events,
several possibilities present themselves to us’ (Neurath [1919b] 1973: 152).
For if:

we raise the question what characteristics must a social order have in order that no
one shall suffer hunger, that there shall be no credit crises, no living standards that
are determined by chance and privilege, then we may find several equally correct
solutions under quite definite presuppositions. (Neurath [1919b] 1973: 152)

For Neurath then, scientific utopianism painted the picture of social orders
that, in comparison with the present, are improved in certain specified
respects and that are characterized in a range of variations dependent on
specified preconditions none of which must be essentially counterfactual.

It may be noted that in his review of the loss of utopianism in the socialist
tradition, Bayertz noted that it appears to have taken place due to the
pressures to objectivize socialism under the aegis of a positivist image of
science (1984: 105 and 108). Clearly, Neurath, the future heterodox
neopositivist, presented a most interesting counter to this. His conception
of science did not cling to the given but actively sought to comprehend
what could be given instead. Thus he even spoke of ‘utopianism as a science’:
science can play a role in ‘the great task of consciously cultivating the
future and the possible’ (Neurath [1919b) 1973: 154–5). Neurath’s
conception of science all along was what justifiably can be called a ‘post-
positivist’ one.

This holds particularly for his conception of economics. In 1911, Neurath
published a long article entitled ‘Political Economy and Value Theory’, in
which he examined both the long-lasting methodological dispute between

Otto Neurath’s utopian economics
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the Austrian School of exact economics and the German Historical School
and the debate on value judgments that had received new impetus at then
recent Vienna meeting of the Verein für Sozialpolitik (Association for
Social Policy). Neurath’s attempt to mediate between the conflicting
positions only succeeded, as he himself came to stress, if the explanatory
aim of economics was itself reoriented. Neurath sought to move it away
from the search for a comprehensive ‘theory of the market’ and to develop
in its stead a ‘theory of real income’. Here Neurath first outlined the value-
theoretical foundation of his later conception of an administrative
economy in kind. Economics was assigned the goal of ‘investigat[ing] the
significance of certain forms of organization for wealth’, in particular to
examine ‘also the wealth produced by all complexes that can be
constructed under any given conditions’ (Neurath [1911] 1998: 496 and
471). (To be sure, the theory of life conditions – on which this conception
of an economy-in-kind was to be based – presupposed a comprehensive
social and economic statistics that, he admitted, did not yet exist and it
formed part of his utopian agenda to call for their establishment.)

Also note that, in this 1911 paper, Neurath referred for the first time to
utopias as constructions of alternative orders which, moreover, can causally
influence their own realization ([1911] 1998: 517). For Neurath then,
reflexive predictions, far from rendering social science methodologically
problematical, rendered it socio-politically interesting and relevant. (Again,
Neurath was prepared to exploit to its full extent the leeway given to
engaged science by Weber’s pronouncements on the value-relevance of
one’s theorizing.)

2.3. Neurath’s utopianism: some parallels

Neurath’s view of utopianism can be further illustrated by comparison with
the ideas of two fellow utopians from the Bavarian revolution. Karl Ballod,
who also once had been a teacher of Neurath’s in Berlin and who he
invited to become his collaborator in the Munich experiment, expressed
the idea of scientific utopianism in terms of the creation of a
‘synthesis . . . from already known and individually used elements that
during the reign of the capitalist system could not have been combined in
one structure for it would have run counter to the interests of the ruling
circles’ (Ballod 1919: 6). For Gustav Landauer, the visionary anarchist
writer murdered when the Munich Räterepublik was suppressed, a utopia was
a state of affairs that is permanently ‘not yet’ realized. It is the ever
frustrated idea of a better future and it is to be contrasted with – and viewed
as a radical alternative to – what Landauer called ‘topias’ (Topien), more or
less stable social realities. ‘The utopia does not become an external reality
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at all, and the revolution is simply the age of transformation from one topia
to another’ (Landauer [1907] 1974: 17).

Neurath’s utopianism may be viewed as combining elements of both
conceptions. There is, on the one hand, his dour resolve to put the recent
experience with large-scale war economies to practical use: the seemingly
organic market structures of capitalism had been pulverized and broken up
into their elements whose operation was now to be centrally reorganized.
Here the utopias simply realize what seemed impossible under a previous
political regime. On the other hand, Neurath was fully aware of the
interpenetration of science and utopia. Thus he punned on Engel’s thesis
of scientific socialism: ‘Through unscientific and unhistorical utopianism
we came to un-utopian historicism, which we are now overcoming by
scientific and historical utopianism’ (Neurath 1922: 55). The dialectical
nature of this intellectual movement is evident. Landauer’s notion of utopia
as something never fully realized, moreover, connects well with Neurath’s
understanding of the forever unfinished Enlightenment task (shared with
his colleague Philipp Frank of the pre-World War I ‘first’ Vienna Circle).2

So far it may seem as if there could be no negative meaning to the
concept of utopia at all for Neurath. But to conclude this would be a
mistake. Consider how the Austrian socialist Anton Menger put matters.

We are confronted with an unscientific utopia only when the invention of the future
social system presupposes that after the introduction of the new social order the
behavior of people is guided by very different motives or that the causal nexus would
operate differently than it does in the current order. (1886: 106, quoted in Ballod
1919: 2)

Just that is what Neurath took as an illegitimate form of utopian thinking.
Thus he stressed as a feature of scientific utopias that they describe ‘a world
in which men with their faults and foibles can live as happily as is allowed by
the natural base, land and sea, raw materials and climate, numbers of
people and spirit of invention, culture and will to work’ (Neurath [1919b]
1973: 154). Note not only the stress on ‘men with their faults and foibles’,
but also on the ecological constraints on that envisaged future state: ‘as is
allowed by the natural base’. Stressing the latter was not only somewhat
unusual for his day but it also was, as we shall see, characteristic for
Neurath.

Utopian thought then was by no means unconstrained for Neurath. One
had to be careful with what one presupposed when delineating conceptual
possibilities. Thus Neurath was skeptical not only of the ideal-typical
elements of Carl Menger’s Austrian exact theoretical economics, which

2 See, for instance, Frank (1917).

Otto Neurath’s utopian economics
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need have no independent complements in empirical reality at all (Menger
[1883] 1963: 60–62), but also of the ideal types of Max Weber’s interpretive
sociology that Weber once called ‘utopias’ for they were ‘not empirically
discernible’ but generated only in thought by ‘mental abstraction of cer-
tain elements’ ([1904] 1949: 90). Neurath considered ‘dangerous’ this
‘‘‘idealization’’ of social patterns . . . because we do not know, generally, to
what extent certain social elements are inseparable’ ([1941] 1983: 225).
Thus he stressed that, while ‘the resultant complicated structures are only
partially realized’, in his own economics ‘the elements and relations
between the elements are, as a matter of principle, empirical’ (Neurath
[1911] 1998: 493).

From these considerations emerges a criterion for an immanent critique
of Neurath’s utopianism. Did he always ensure that the elements of his
constructions are empirically discernible and that presuppositions of his
possibilia are in principle actualizable? Certainly in his practical politics, as
his activities in the Bavarian revolution showed, he cannot be absolved of a
certain lack of realistic sense of what is doable given the actors at hand and
their interests and resources.3 To see whether his scientific utopianism in
economic theory better survives such an immanent critique, let us now turn
to the socialist calculation debate.

3. Neurath versus Mises in the socialist calculation debate

We turn to the economic theorizing for which Neurath is notorious: his
advocacy of calculation in kind (Naturalrechnung) and economy in kind
(Naturalwirtschaft) – that is, marketless socialism – under the heading of
‘total socialization’ (Vollsozialisierung). What do these terms really mean and
what is utopian in what sense about them?

3.1. The concrete utopia of total socialization

Neurath’s plans for the transformation of society have, first and foremost,
to do with a restructuring of the economy. This was part of an overall
voluntarist and constructivist attitude towards the institutions of social and
individual life. ‘We have attained the conviction that a huge part of our life
can be shaped in a goal-directed manner, and in particular that con-
sumption and production, in quantities, can be determined and
regulated . . .’ (Neurath [1919b] 1973: 151) Here it is important to establish

3 These were, in essence, Otto Bauer’s and Max Weber’s criticisms of Neurath’s
activities in the Bavarian revolution; see Cartwright et al. (1996: 54).
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right away how radical this restructuring was. Total socialization was
concerned not only with the nationalization of ‘mature companies’, as Otto
Bauer’s Austrian socialization program stipulated, but neither was it
centrally concerned with the nationalization of all privately owned means
of production. In fact, for Neurath, expropriation was a secondary issue.
The program of total socialization, as he presented it to the Munich
workers’ council on 25 January 1919, meant above all ‘planned adminis-
tration for society by the society’ ([1919a] 1973: 136).

The administrative economy required a completely different conceptual
foundation than the one that market economy had provided until now. Just
as in war economy, ‘questions of profitability have to give way to questions
of productivity’ (Neurath [1910b] 2004: 164), so the elimination of the
profit motif became ‘a necessary consequence of socialization’ ([1919a]
1973: 145). What replaced the profit motive as a driving principle in
Neurath’s conception of a socialized economy was the economic plan. This
plan was based on statistical calculations of production and consumption –
and this in kind, not in terms of money.

Economic plans would have to be designed by a special office which would look on
the total national economy as a single giant concern. . . . The central office for
calculation in kind, as we might call the office mentioned above, would have as one of
its tasks the representation of the economic process at any given time, but above all
would have to design the economic plans for the future. From these economic plans
the people’s representatives should be able to infer what sort of qualitative shifts
would occur if dams are built, if all manure pits are cemented and the like, within the
framework of the total economy. The significance and realisability of each individual
measure would become clear from looking at the whole. (Neurath [1919a] 1973: 141;
translation changed)

One important consequence of this re-conceptualization of economic
thinking was the following:

In a large-scale economy in kind, in a socialized economy, money no longer is a
driving force. No longer is there a ‘net profit’ for which production occurs. Money
could remain at best as a token for a claim on all sorts of goods and services which the
individual consumer is given to enable him to arrange his consumption. . . . The
greater or lesser economic efficiency of a system of measures can be ascertained only
be comparing total plans. . . . There are no units that can be used as the basis of such
a decision, neither units of money nor hours of work. One must directly judge the
desirability of the two possibilities. To many it seems impossible to proceed in this
manner, and yet it is only in this field that we are not used to it. For even in the past
one has not started from units of teaching or sickness in order to decide whether new
schools or hospitals should be built; rather one directly set over against one another,
even if only at general outlines, the totality of changes caused by schools and those
caused by hospitals. (Neurath [1919a] 1973: 145–6)

Otto Neurath’s utopian economics
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Of course, it was not just calculation in units of specific goods or services
that was at issue, but any universally applicable units of a means of
measurement. It was the incommensurability of the values involved that
called for calculation in kind.

This point is what lies at the heart of Neurath’s call for a moneyless
economy and it is what prompted the socialist calculation debate. Given the
prominent rise of the idea of market socialism in that debate soon after,
this point also remained the most radical one of his program, for it clearly
speaks against that idea as well. In fact, the first, albeit rather simple, version
of market socialism had been proposed shortly after the turn of the century
by Karl Kautsky in his On the Morrow of the Revolution (1902). Neurath’s total
socialization schemes from the start argued against both liberalism and
socialist alternatives to marketless socialism.

3.2. Mises’s challenge

Ludwig von Mises’ celebrated counter-argument, which drew attention to
the distinction between lower-order and higher-order goods, between
consumption and production goods, is of crucial importance here. While
Mises agreed that it was indeed possible to arrive at a reasoned judgment
concerning the rational deployment of lower-order, consumption goods
without reference to a neutral measure like money, his critical point
concerned higher-order, production goods: modern capitalist economies
are simply too complex to allow the economical use of their production
goods to be assessed in terms directly related to the use-values of
consumption goods.

Calculation in natura, in an economy without exchange, can embrace consumption-
goods only; it completely fails when it comes to deal with goods of a higher order.
And as soon as one gives up the conception of freely established monetary price for
goods of a higher order, rational production becomes completely impossible. Every
step that takes us away from private ownership of the means of production and
from the use of money also takes us away from rational economics. (Mises [1920]
1935: 104)

Accordingly Mises’ criticism – like Weber’s ([1921] 1978: 103) – was that
Neurath’s plans only make sense within the circumference of a more or less
directly surveyable household economy. Complex modern national
economies were another matter altogether. Rational calculation in modern
capitalist economies required the medium of a universally commensurate
measure, money. Since without a market it is meaningless to speak of
prices, what is needed therefore is a market in production goods – just what
socialism precludes.
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Neurath’s response to Mises’ objection remained opaque for some time.
It was not until Wirtschaftsplan und Naturalrechnung, a small book of 1925,
that Neurath appeared to attempt to confront his challenge explicitly. He
began by noting that:

even the most eager defenders of this point of view [that ‘money calculation could
serve as a basis for a judgement of economic efficiency’] usually have to admit at some
point or other that money calculation is not always the highest authority to
pronounce judgement on social economic efficiency. Thereby they concede that even
for them there exists another highest authority according to whose judgement in
certain cases money calculation cannot be used. ([1925a] 2004: 427–8)

Neurath concluded: ‘If, in the case of monopoly, according to Mises, there is
a calculation of wealth by which one can judge money calculation, then it
should always be available and allow judgement on all economic processes’
([1925a] 2004: 429). Neurath also affirmed again (cf. [1919a] 1973: 145–6)
that, in the health and education sectors, non-profit reasoning was already
employed. But was that enough to establish that it could always be
employed?

Not surprisingly, Mises’ brief response (1928: 188) was scathing: he
claimed that Neurath had failed to answer his criticism.4 Neurath was
wrong to generalize from the monopoly case; for competitive markets there
was no other measure of economic rationality. And the mere existence of,
in effect, subsidized sectors of a public economy did not establish anything
concerning economic rationality either. This leaves us with the question:
how strong did Neurath think his argument for calculation in kind really
was? That money calculation was not necessary for economic rationality,
that no market was needed at all, does not follow from the mere fact that in
some cases production decisions are undertaken for social need, not profit.
Did Neurath overlook this simple point?

3.3. Was Neurath’s program objectionably utopian?

Even before the later criticism by Hayek is brought into the discussion (see
later Section 5), Neurath’s position vis-à-vis Mises’s criticism appears
untenable. His advocacy of marketless socialism appears to lack a
convincing argument to show that calculation in kind can sustain economic
rationality rather than caprice on the part of the planners, however well
intentioned. Mises’ challenge that money calculation is indispensable
under conditions of modern economic complexity appears unmet. The
program of marketless socialism appeared utopian in a sense of the term

4 Compare the discussion of this episode in Chaloupek (1990).
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that should be objectionable to Neurath himself. Given the charge of
unmanageable complexity in the rational deployment of production goods,
Neurath had not established that his utopia was in principle actualizable.

Let us call the idea that the rational employment of production goods
can be ensured entirely by in-kind considerations the ‘strong in-kind
calculability assumption’. Let this be distinguished from the assumption that
that monetary calculation is not sufficient in all cases for rational economic
decisions, the ‘weak in-kind calculability assumption’. The strong in-kind
calculability assumption has it that alternative uses of production goods can
be assessed as fully as is required for rational decision-making by means
other than monetary returns for investment, say by quantitative in-kind
labor and production technology statistics – money calculation is not even
necessary. By contrast, the weak in-kind calculability assumption only claims
the insufficiency of monetary calculation for all cases.

Since these assumptions are plainly of different strength and yet Neurath
held to both of them, interpreters must consider the following possibilities.
First there is the non-charitable interpretation that Neurath fell victim to a
more or less coarse modal confusion in that, first, he mistook an argument
for the mere possibility of non-monetary calculation for an argument for
the non-necessity of monetary computation, or, second, that he mistook an
argument for the insufficiency of monetary calculation to cover all cases for
an argument for the non-necessity of monetary calculation generally.
Alternatively, there is the charitable interpretation that no modal confusion
was obtained, since Neurath’s reasons for holding the strong in-kind
calculability assumption did not turn only on those for holding the weak in-
kind calculability assumption: Neurath thought he possessed independent
grounds for believing that the rational employment of production goods
could be ensured entirely by in-kind considerations.

On the textual evidence so far adduced we cannot yet conclude that
Neurath mistakenly derived the possibility of a moneyless economy from
the fact that money calculation is not ubiquitous in economic decisions. He
stated:

The present task is to create the foundations for such studies of moneyless economics.
This is not easy. Yet rough estimates often suffice, as can be seen in the organisation
of whole areas of life which also know no individual balance sheets in terms of
common units of calculation. Think of the administration of public health, of
security, of education. (Neurath [1925a] 2004: 446)

This suggests his strong in-kind calculability assumption must be under-
stood to trade on the future achievement of a research program called
‘calculation in kind’. In other words, Neurath’s reason for holding the
strong in-kind calculability assumption was far more speculative than his
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reason for holding the weak in-kind calculability assumption. Yet how
reasonable was it to build his hopes on the future achievement of the
research program ‘calculation in kind’? Especially, how reasonable was it to
do so still after he had been confronted with Mises’ criticisms?5

4. Assessing different calculability assumptions

To see whether Neurath’s argumentation in the socialist calculation debate
was utopian in an immanently objectionable sense and whether, if so,
anything can be saved from his program, I shall now consider an important
argument of his that has recently been rediscovered by ecological
economists such as Juan Martinez-Alier and philosophers like John
O’Neill.6 I shall ask what this argument establishes and what it does not,
and whether it allows Neurath to cover the argumentative deficit that will
emerge for his program of marketless socialism.

4.1. Neurath’s argument against market fundamentalism

It is significant that, for those who find him persuasive, Neurath’s better
arguments against the rule of profit rationality turn not only on the
existence of not-for-profit sectors of the economy or the arbitrariness in
practice of factor of production pricing in large corporations, but also on
the inability to calculate ecological cost due to inestimable intergenera-
tional discounts and the incommensurabilities involved. Martinez-Alier
noted that this had long been Neurath’s argument ([1987] 1990: xxi) and
cited the following passage for Neurath’s original insight:

The question may arise, should one protect coal mines or put greater strain on men?
The answer depends for example on whether one thinks that hydraulic power may be
sufficiently developed or that solar heat might come to be better used, etc. If one
believes the latter, one may ‘spend’ coal more freely and will hardly waste human
effort where coal can be used. If however one is afraid that when one generation uses
too much coal thousands will freeze to death in the future, one may well use more
human power and save coal. Such and many other non-technical matters determine
the choice of a technically calculable plan. We can see no possibility of reducing the

5 Since in the German and Austrian post-World War I socialization debates
virtually all significant contributors accepted Mises’ case against marketless
socialism as read and turned to other matters, we need not consider these wider
discussions for present purposes: Mises tabled all the arguments that matter
here.

6 See, for example, Martinez-Alier ([1987] 1990) and O’Neill (1993, 1998).
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production plan to some kind of unit and then compare the various plans in terms of
such units. (Neurath [1928] 1973: 263)

This, Neurath’s ecological incommensurability argument, was more fully
treated already in a short article of 1925 in Der Kampf, the theoretical
journal of the Austrian social democratic party. In this article, as in his book
later that year, Neurath addressed socialists who were prepared to accept
Mises’ argument of the need for a single commensurating unit. Yet in his
article his argument differed. To begin with, note his concern, in setting
out the economic plan, with the ‘non-wasteful’ use of, importantly, non-
renewable resources:

The socialist economy, by contrast, is concerned with ‘utility’, with the interest of the
social whole and the welfare of all of its members with regard to housing, food,
clothing, health, entertainment, etc. To this end it seeks to employ the given sources
of raw materials, the extant machines and labour power etc. Right at the start it must
be determined what this is, the ‘interest of the social whole’. Does it include the
prevention of the premature exhaustion of coal mines or of the karstification of the
mountains or, for instance, of the health and strength of the next generation? Once
that has been determined at least in outline, it makes sense to ask how the existing
raw materials, machines, labour power etc. are best used. One has to find the best way
to achieve a non-wasteful exploitation of the coal mines, to ensure the health of the
next generation, etc. (Neurath [1925b] 2004: 468)

Clearly, explicitly trans-generational ecological concerns were important.
Neurath continued: ‘Now how can this ‘‘best use’’ be calculated in a
socialist economic order? For a socialist calculation there does not exist a
unit of the sort which capitalism finds in ‘‘money’’.’ ([1925b] 2004: 468).
To convince us of the good sense of his claim that commensuration by a
single unit will not work, Neurath asked three rhetorical questions:

Some had the idea to introduce a certain amount of labour as a unit. But how could
this make it possible for the excessive exploitation of a coal mine to figure as a
negative entry in the balance? How could a quantity of electricity which a river
provides us with be entered as an increase in amounts of labour units? Or the increase
in wind power used in the running wind mills? (Neurath [1925b] 2004: 468)

Neurath here did not address the idea of labor units alone, but all
candidates for that single commensurating unit: not only money, not only
labor units, any candidate for a universal value unit is meant to be ruled out.
Consider how ecological reasoning figures here. The first example trades on
incommensurabilities of precisely the sort that environmental issues throw
up: ‘the excessive exploitation of a coal mine’ involves considering the
intergenerational context and having to determine how much to discount
future costs and benefits. No objective facts are available that could
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determine this rate of discount. (The second and third examples trade on
incommensurabilities in the case of assessing present-day but counterfactual
costs and benefits, and here too we need a political decision about the value
of the type of labor at issue, and, more generally, a hierarchy of needs –
sometimes also of the needy.) The point can be generalized: even behind
the assessment of merely present-day costs and benefits stand assumptions
concerning the renewability of the resources involved.

Against the claim that monetary algorithms could overrule incommen-
surability stands the realization that they would require a prior non-
algorithmic weighing up of competing needs, and so forth, and their
determination in monetary values. It is this thought that justifies for
Neurath the view that socialist calculation is moneyless, that socialist
economic plans are designed by multi-criterial evaluation.

‘Costs’ in the capitalist sense and the ‘negative quantities’ of socialist calculation do
not come to the same thing. . . . The ‘positive quantities’ of the socialist order also do
not come to the same thing as the ‘profit’ of capitalism. Savings in coal, trees, etc.,
beyond amounting to savings in the displeasure of work, mean the preservation of
future pleasure, a positive quantity. For instance, that coal is used nowadays for silly
things is to be blamed for people freezing in the future. Still, one can only give vague
estimates. Saving certain raw materials can become pointless if one discovers
something new. The future figures in the balance sheets of the capitalist order only in
so far as the demand is anticipated. The freezing people of the future only show up if
there is already now a demand for future coal. Just as before, capitalism would cut
down the forests even if the consequence were karstification in a hundred years. In
the tropics, and elsewhere, capitalism engages in over-exploitation without any
disturbance. In short, for it savings would be a loss of profits. ([1925b] 2004: 470–1)

Thus, when it comes to showing that the very logic of capitalism consists of
the wrongful absolutization of the profit motive as definitive of economic
action, it is ecological incommensurability that Neurath invoked. Rather
than pointing to areas where even Mises and his supporters would
acknowledge the possibility of alternative calculations, it is this ecological
argument that was Neurath’s main argument against what has been called
‘market fundamentalism’, the idea that markets are the universal solvent
for all social coordination problems. Unlike in the case of in-kind
calculation in embedded welfare sectors of the economy, considerations
of sustainability and ecological incommensurabilities cannot be waved away
as easily as riding piggyback on monetary profit calculations elsewhere.
Market fundamentalism fails the ecological challenge.7

7 It is this point that packs a punch against Mises who was unable to account for
‘extra-economic elements’; for further discussion of this see Uebel (2005).
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But how far does this argument get us towards socialism, indeed a
moneyless economy? Neurath’s ecological incommensurability claim says
that only comparative and holistic in-kind evaluation enables one to deal
with ecological and related issues. Socialist economics can deal with the
incommensurabilities involved there, because it allows for such in-kind
calculation, it is not bound to monetary calculation. In that respect,
Neurath did possess a limited argument for socialism. The argument says
nothing, however, about what other role money may still have to play. Thus
all that the argument establishes is thesis (i) – that there are dimensions of
economic decision-making where market principles cannot work. But it says
nothing about thesis (ii) – that the market is not needed for anything. Note
then that Neurath’s ecological argument is an argument against the
exclusive rule of money-calculation in economic matters. It is not an
argument that establishes the exclusive rule of in-kind calculation.
Neurath’s ecological argument is an argument in support of the weak in-
kind calculability assumption. It does not support the strong in-kind
calculability assumption presupposed by Neurath’s advocacy of marketless
socialism.

Still, one significant result can be noted. In as much as market
fundamentalism denies the weak in-kind calculability assumption, Neurath
ecological incommensurability argument establishes the latter and denies
the former. Given the plausibility of that argument and its non-reliance on
counterfactual presuppositions, we can conclude that at least Neurath’s
opposition to market fundamentalism did not turn on an unduly utopian
conception. By contrast, Neurath’s argument for marketless socialism so far
stands undefended against the Misean charge of unmanageable
complexity.

4.2. Neurath before Mises’s challenge

Actually, Neurath’s ecological argument goes back even further. It is true
that his well-known speech to the Munich Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council
in January 1919 did not evidence ecological sensitivities, nor did several
other of his socialization pamphlets. (All that is involved in relevant
passages are alternative uses of production goods: no recognition is given of
the ecological dimension of the problem of sustainability.) Yet in the
collaborative pamphlet of 1919 by Neurath and Schumann, Können wir heute
sozialisieren? (Is it Possible to Undertake Socialization Today?), the concern
with sustainability – elsewhere only briefly alluded to in the same year’s
‘Utopia as a Social Engineer’s Construction’ (as we noted earlier in Section
2.2) – is in plain view as part of a comprehensive critique of the ‘free market
economy’:
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Moreover we ask whether the free market economy is as economical as an
economy should be in the light of the limited resources of the earth and our
limited life-spans – and as it could be given at least the same output. That it is not!
In the first place, it wastes raw materials. In quite a few countries coal will last only
for another few decades. From coal one can produce the most valuable and
permanently useful chemicals which one does not know how to produce without it.
Still, what are we doing with coal? We ‘heat’ furnaces and locomotives and other
spaces and so waste it. One could provide heating in a different way, e.g. by means
of gas or electricity. But that would be ‘more expensive’ which means: the
entrepreneurs, the joint stock companies would not make as much profit from
them. So they exploit coal mines and sell coal for heating because they value their
net profit more highly than humanity’s need for coal in the future. It is the same
with other raw materials. We do not even stop to think whether we should conserve
materials for the sake of future generations, but let the decision be made by the
desire for net profit on the part of a few of our contemporaries. Secondly, the free
market economy also wastes human powers. Thousands of unpleasant tasks, perhaps
detrimental to one’s health, are performed by human hand even though machines
could do it. But machines would be ‘more expensive’, human labour ‘cheaper’, so
net profit decides that humans will suffer, fall ill and die early for the entrepreneur
would be less well-off with machines.

Thus prompted we ask, thirdly, whether the free market economy is rational, that
means, whether it employs technological inventions wherever possible, whether it
produces the greatest yield for the least effort. One can designate the degree to which
technical and scientific inventions and methods are employed as the technological
level of an economy. Present-day economy is not rational, it is of a lower level than
need be given the state of technological knowledge and of the science of labour and
management. It is rational only to that degree precisely which is conducive for net
profits. (Neurath and Schumann 1919: 15–6)

It would be difficult to find the concerns of environmental sustainability
expressed more clearly than under the first point. (The other points are
familiar, of course, from Neurath’s other writings; together with the
occasional complaint about the great inequalities created under capitalism,
they made his case against the latter.)

This means, of course, that all along Neurath’s response to Mises’ counter
that socialism was impossible for its in-kind calculation rendered impossible
rational economic calculation turned on the claim that in-kind calculation
was unavoidable in any responsible economic decision-making concerning
non-renewable resources. On pain of failing this dimension of economic
reasoning altogether, economic rationality was bound to do without or go
beyond calculation with monetary units – even when it came to production
goods.

Note that this, Neurath’s first ecological incommensurability argument
for in-kind calculation, was published in 1919, still one year before Mises’s
challenge. This raises the interesting question of who Neurath was arguing
against. But note also that in the same pamphlet Neurath and Schumann
argued as follows.
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One last question remains to be answered. How is the content of the total
economic plan to be determined? Not infrequently, one hears it said that a socialist
economy is impossible in practice because it has no measure for what is good and
useful to do with the raw materials, machines, labour power, etc. What is missing is
the net profit which served as measure so far. . . . it is not of the essence of human
decision making that it is arrived at by percentages of money sums. Many small and
some very far-reaching decisions in the field of production have long been made
on the basis of direct considerations of outcomes. From given means a school or a
hospital could be built and it was not net profit that decided in favour of one or
the other, but a judgement, undoubtedly imprecise in many respects, about the
expected advance in education with all its consequences on the one hand and, on
the other, the gain in health. (Neurath and Schumann 1919: 45–6)

This raises our old concern again. Even read in conjunction with the
previously quoted passage, Neurath here presents only an argument that as
a matter of fact supports the weak in-kind calculability assumptions, but not
the strong one. Yet Neurath himself clearly seems to have thought, as this
passage indicates again, that he was presenting an argument for marketless
socialism. Can we again use a charitable interpretation and hold that
Neurath did not fall victim of the modal fallacy but that he instead banked
on the future results of a research program? Even if we do so, this raises
only another question. What prompted Neurath by 1919 not only to
advocate such a program but to do so explicitly in response to the charge
that what floors marketless socialism is the problem of rational accounting
for production goods?8

4.3. Mises before Neurath’s socialization campaign

One suspicion that readily arises here is that Neurath was arguing against
Mises all along and it is not far wrong. By 1920 Mises too can be considered
a veteran of the debate about the possibility of socialism, given the
occasional remarks in his Theory of Money and Credit of 1912 where he stated
categorically that money, prices and markets are inseparable.9 What Mises
did not yet argue in 1912, however, was that there could be no economic

8 Since in his negative assessment of socialism in his June 1918 lecture on
socialism, Weber did not employ the calculation argument, but only warned that
the political advance of a revolution would be undermined by economic disaster
([1918] 1994: 301) – it seems likely that his own development of it ([1921] 1978:
104–11), like Mises’, was prompted by Neurath’s forceful advocacy of his
socialization plans and/or his participation in the Bavarian revolution in 1919.
So Neurath was not responding to Weber either.

9 See Mises ([1912] 1953: 29 and 48–9), but note that the footnote on p. 49 was
added in the 2nd edition of 1924 and its reference to Mises (1920) makes the
1912 argument appear more comprehensive than it originally was.
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rationality in a system that knows no private property in the means of
production, that economic rationality itself demanded capitalism – for
money was indispensable, full stop. That was a task that was left for his 1920
paper. It was Neurath’s forceful advocacy of the program of marketless
socialism with calculation in kind that provoked Mises to take this
additional argumentative step. That anybody should hope to actually do
without money as a calculatory medium in the organization of a modern
economy may not even have occurred to Mises in 1912.

This reading may seem tenuous until a remarkable little book by Mises
from 1919 is considered – his Nation, Staat und Wirtschaft, in which he first
sounded his characteristic clarion call for the return to true liberalism.
Responding to the very same socio-economic catastrophe of the lost war that
inspired the contemporaneous calls for socialization, albeit providing a
different diagnosis and proposing a different remedy, Mises not only
savaged the socialist opposition but also the war-mongering nationalist
parties of Germany and Austria – as well as the revanchist victors of
Versailles – with his soon-customary mixture of razor-sharp analysis and
rhetoric hyperbole. Notable, too, is his economic argument against the
possibility of socialism. It was that, without private property in the means of
production, an economic system was condemned to reduced productivity;
that the political exigencies of a socialist state made the progressive
accumulation of capital highly unlikely; and the Malthusian claim that
overpopulation would follow the adequate provision of all regardless of their
economic contribution. ‘These are the objections against the socialist
society which everyone must consider before advocating socialism’ (Mises
1919: 156) Mises also cited the unbridged abyss separating individual self-
interest and the interest of communal welfare as critical for socialism, and
accused it of rendering victorious the interests of the producers over those
of the consumers – characteristically denouncing socialism’s ‘turn away
from the rational conduct of the economy and impedance of all economic
progress’ (1919: 163).

Most notable about Mises’ argumentation here, however, is that any
trace of his calculation argument is missing – not only that of his 1920
paper but also what looked like (but was not) a rudimentary version of
the same from his 1912 book. Instead, we find Mises writing in the
conclusion:

It may be the case that socialism represents a superior form of the organization
of human labor. Those who make this claim are obliged to furnish proof by reason. If
the proof should succeed, a world democratically united by liberalism would not
hesitate to realize the communist commonwealth. For who in a democratic state
could resist a reform that would bring advantage to the overwhelming majority?
Political rationalism does not reject socialism in principle. (1919, 182)
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Clearly, Mises did not yet take himself to be in possession of a knock-down
argument against socialism. Since he was not at all shy about saying so soon
afterwards in 1920, his silence on this account in his book published in 1919
may be taken as telling. As yet, Mises did not yet see that the indispensability
argument for money under capitalism could be enlarged so as to furnish an
argument against socialism tout court.

As it happens, before 1919 such an indispensability argument was not
yet needed in the discussion of the possibility of socialism. Up to then, all
denials of that possibility on economical grounds – from Gossen ([1854]
1889) onwards, and most prominently in Schäffle ([1875] 1892) – turned
on the argument that, without recourse to the profit motive, ‘the net
profit’, an economy lacked ‘the measure for what is good and useful to do
with the raw materials, machines, labor power, etc.’, as Neurath and
Schumann put it (1919: 45). Only after Neurath’s arguments for an
alternative – in-kind calculation across the board – had been put forward
was an impossibility proof called for, and by then Mises was happy to
oblige.

5. Neurath versus Mises reassessed

So where do we stand with regard to Neurath’s scientific utopianism: did he
manage to guard against relying on all-too-plainly counterfactual pre-
suppositions? (Note that this question can and need be asked even if – or
precisely because – it is recognized that Neurath provided concrete outlines
of the socialist alternative to capitalism which many other theorists of
socialism failed to do.)

We saw that Neurath’s argument for socialism did incorporate the
ecological argument and that that argument relies only on the weak in-kind
calculability assumption. In this respect, Neurath cannot be held to have
argued on objectionably utopian grounds. In its contemporary form as
multi-criteria evaluation (weak comparability without compensation and
providing at times only partial orderings), the incommensurability
approach of ecological economics represents a research program that is
very much alive.10 (The ongoing debates of ecological with environmental
economists who favor shadow pricing and contingent valuation show, of
course, that it has not yet won the day.) Neurath’s objection to market
fundamentalism thus stands unimpugned by the charge of objectionably
utopian reasoning.

10 See, for example, Martinez-Alier et al. (1998).
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Neurath’s argument for marketless socialism, however, relies on the
strong in-kind calculability assumption that finds few defenders these days.
It is open to a set of strong objections: Mises’ original complexity
considerations and Hayek’s objection that the data-gathering task of the
universal statistics is impossible since it would require the explication and
codification of what are not only widely dispersed pieces of knowledge but
also essentially tacit knowledges sensitive to highly local conditions.11 In the
light of these objections, Neurath’s original planning argument must be
held to have traded on the future achievement of a research program
that subsequently was not taken up widely enough to be considered
successful, if it was not abandoned at the start as hopeless. That sounds like
a polite form of saying that it was objectionably utopian. But we need to be
careful here.

To be sure, if we consider Neurath’s argument for marketless socialism
sub specia aeternitate, given that it faces Mises’s and Hayek’s objections and
does not convincingly dispose of them, it is objectionably utopian, full
stop. (It presupposes super-human computational capacities.) Situating
Neurath’s argument in its historical dialectical context, however, allows
us to come up with a more differentiated diagnosis. It could be said that
when Neurath put forward the research program of calculation in kind
as applicable across the board and able to sustain the running of an
economy in its entirety by 1919, he was not engaging in objectionably
utopian reasoning – for at that time Mises’ argument that without money
and market prices there cannot be rational economic calculation with
production goods had not yet been formulated. By contrast, certainly by
the time Hayek’s dispersion-of-tacit-knowledge argument had been put
forward, the charge that Neurath’s program of marketless socialism was
based on utopian foundations was hard to avoid. (Significantly enough,
perhaps, Neurath issued no unambiguous calls for such a form of
socialism from roughly that time onwards.) That leaves the period from
Mises’s charge of 1920 to the mid-1930s. Here all depends on whether
we take Mises’s complexity argument to be as powerful as Hayek’s
argument.

Even allowing for the fact that Hayek’s argument can be viewed as a
creative explication of what was already implicit in Mises’, given what is
on the page, certain differences are clearly apparent. The two most
important ones concern the nature of Mises’ complexity argument and
its assumptions about what makes decisions rational. About decisions
involving production goods, Mises wrote: ‘No single man can ever master

11 See Mises ([1920] 1935: 102–4; [1922] 1951: 117–19) and Hayek ([1935] 1948:
155; [1940] 1948: 202; [1945] 1948: 77–91).
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all the possibilities of production, innumerable as they are, as to be in
position to make straightway evident judgments of value without the aid
of some system of computation’ ([1920] 1935: 102; cf. [1922] 1951: 117).
Once a decision for the production of certain consumption goods has
been taken:

the real task of rational economic direction only commences, i.e. economically to
place the means at the service of the end. That can only be done with some kind of
economic calculation. The human mind cannot orient itself properly among the
bewildering mass of intermediate products and potentialities of production without
such aid. It would simply stand perplexed before the problems of management and
location. (Mises [1920] 1935: 103; cf. [1922] 1951: 118)

Clearly, something is missing here. That without money and markets in
production goods ‘rational production becomes completely impossible’
(Mises [1920] 1935: 104; cf. [1922] 1951: 119) appears not to follow unless
one also holds that rational calculation is impossible without the universal
commensuration of all goods and services that money affords. At least as he
is most naturally read, Mises’ central point was that economic rationality
requires of its solutions both exactness and unicity (which presupposes
commensuration of all values onto a common one). The irrationalist
economic reasoning in socialist societies ‘would depend at best on vague
estimates; it would never be based upon the foundation of an exact
calculation of value’ (Mises [1920] 1935: 109; [1922] 1951: 122).

The possibility of precisely this type of determinacy for all economic
reasoning, of course, was denied by Neurath’s ecological argument.
Rationality is not renounced just because we have to make do with merely
partial orderings of alternatives, moreover, with a plurality of those. What
appears to be a presupposition of rational action for Mises was for Neurath
but a recipe for pseudo-rationalism.12 The very determinacy of action that
Mises appeared to insist on was an anathema to Neurath in that it set an
illusory standard that was rarely, if ever, met. So for Neurath, Mises’s charge
was highly problematic, whereas the point of Hayek’s elaboration of it
either was or ought to have been readily appreciable. (To this day, opinions
are divided on how far Mises’s complexity argument approximates
Hayek’s.)13 Hayek gave concrete reasons beyond the mere complexity of
data for why Neurath’s envisaged universal statistics could not succeed: the

12 For Neurath on pseudorationalism generally, see Neurath ([1913] 1983); on
pseudo-rationalism in economics, see Neurath ([1935] 1987).

13 See Boettke (1998) for a review and one adjudication of a heated debate
between ‘Austrian’ economists about the relation between Mises’s and Hayek’s
arguments against socialist calculation.
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relevant data were not only widely dispersed but also consisted of often
merely tacit know-how that was sensitive for its successful operation to
highly local conditions. Where Mises insisted on universal commensuration
and unicity of problem solutions to show the irrationality of marketless
socialism, there Hayek stressed the irreducible plurality of embodied
knowledges to account for the need of social coordination by markets.14

It is not altogether clear, then, whether Neurath ever properly came to
terms with Mises’ argument. Everything depends on what we take Mises’
‘real’ argument to have been, before assessing Neurath’s response. Read as
anticipating Hayek’s argument in all relevant respects, Mises’ argument left
Neurath’s advocacy of marketless socialism in hopelessly utopian tatters.
With Mises’ argument read as above, however, Neurath’s response was not
unreasonable. Since, in this reading, Mises did not show that the
assumption of strong in-kind calculability traded on essentially
counterfactual presuppositions, Neurath cannot be accused of objection-
able utopianism.

In this reading, Neurath could instead continue to point to the difference
between their conceptions of rationality and also stress that their theoretical
domains were different ones. Whereas Mises saw social rationality emerging
from the aggregation of purely individualist instrumental choices, Neurath
was concerned to find tools for social choice and public deliberation on their
own terms, as his later writings on education and planning ever more clearly
indicate (1942, 1996). The crux was that there were issues of social choice
that transcended the laws of the competitive markets – in this respect
Neurath remained a political economist throughout (though no less so than
Mises who took the opposite view).

One can only speculate about what Neurath would have made of the
theory of social choice that came on the social scientific scene in the
decade after his death, and of its development. Yet that the solution to
the allocation problems of modern societies with which he was concerned
lies not so much in the adoption of one economic calculus rather than

14 On a similar contrast between Mises’ and Hayek’s arguments, see also O’Neill
(1996). With his own Austrian assumptions generally left unelaborated, Mises’
argument invited the very type of market socialist conclusions (like, for
example, Lange 1936–37), which more or less anticipated the thought that a
powerful enough computer would settle the very set the simultaneous equations
that Mises claimed were too complex to be solved by human reasoners.
It was, in fact, against the market socialists that Hayek (1940) reasserted the
signal function of the market, rejecting once more the equilibrium assumptions
on which market socialism traded and setting free the practical consequences
of the Austrian conception of the market that already underlay Mises’s
argument.
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another, but in entirely new forms of social decision-making, was something
he readily appreciated. What it seems he took longer to learn was that these
new forms of decision-making are needed, not to replace the market in toto
but to complement it where it is bound to fail.
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Abstract

Otto Neurath is notorious amongst economists for his plans for a socialist
economy with calculation in kind in place of a market. This paper considers
the common criticism of ‘‘utopianism’’ from an immanent point of view. To
do so, it will first be established in what Neurath recognized a negative sense of
utopianism that was opposed to his own self-confessed ‘‘scientific utopian-
ism’’. Then it will be considered in what respect, if any, Neurath’s stance in the
socialist calculation debate can be shown to be objectionably utopian in this
sense by the counter-arguments put forward by Ludwig von Mises.
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